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ABSTRACT
Members of Generation Z report difficulty in savoring positive
experiences, citing stress, performance standards, and lack of time
as key obstacles. We designed a product that takes an activity many
members of Generation Z already engage in—recording videos—
and transforms it into a practice which supports savoring. Initial
usability testing revealed broadly positive responses to the product
and suggested further exploration of process timing and the sharing
features.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Pleasurable experiences may be considered a necessary component
of savoring but alone are not sufficient; some degree of mindfulness
or meta-cognitive awareness must also be present [6]. Moreover,
this awareness of the positive experience as it unfolds is often cou-
pled with an attempt to enhance (or, sometimes suppress) emotional
responses, and as such savoring is considered an example of self-
regulation of positive affect [7] or positive rumination [14], akin to
other psychological coping mechanisms [6]. Engaging in savoring
behavior may help us extend positive feelings over time, intensify
the enjoyment of an experience, or facilitate a shift into a savoring
mindset [6].

Although the term savoring is commonly associated with phys-
ical pleasures, such as taste, this represents only one form of sa-
voring. Bryant and Veroff propose a two-axis model of savoring
(experience absorption—cognitive reflection and world-focused—
self-focused) which encompasses a wider range of experiences and
internal states.
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Savoring’s benefits extend beyond momentary enjoyment, con-
tributing to positive affect [14], physical health, and overall well-
being as well [6]. Bryant and Veroff [6], drawing from Emmons and
McCullough’s work on gratitude [10], argues that savoring, and
the sharing of savored experiences, can support the construction
and maintenance of social relationships and bonding. Finding ways
to cultivate and enhance savoring experiences thus represents an
opportunity to positively impact the individual in multiple ways.

1.1 Cultivating savoring
In attempting to cultivate savoring or enhance savoring experiences,
we can adopt one or more strategies:

1.1.1 Creating the conditions for savoring. Although pleasurable
experiences can appear regardless of context, savoring can only
be sustained when an individual satisfies three conditions: feeling
present in themoment, being (relatively) free from social and esteem
concerns, and focusing attention on the positive stimulus [6]. Some
recommended strategies for generating these necessary precursors
include practicing focusing one’s attention, narrowing one’s focus,
or proactively seeking out enjoyment [6].

1.1.2 Promoting the use of savoring behaviors. Bryant and Veroff
identified ten nearly-universal savoring strategies commonly used
to regulate positive emotion: sharing with others, memory building,
self-congratulation, sensory-perceptual sharpening, comparison,
absorption, behavioral expression, temporal awareness, counting
blessings, and kill-joy thinking [6]. Prompting users to engage in
these behaviors and practice these strategies may encourage them
to shift into a savoring mindset.

1.1.3 Extending or intensifying the effects of savoring. Finally, when
savoring is occurring, we can attempt to intervene and heighten
the individual’s enjoyment of the experience. Adding complexity,
prompting reflection, highlighting hedonic contrast, and incorpo-
rating social interaction are several strategies shown to intensify or
prolong moments of savoring [6]. Enhancing the beneficial effect of
savoring on mood, however, is best supported through increasing
the number, rather than the intensity, of savoring experiences [8, 9].

1.1.4 A note about time. Although savoring is something we expe-
rience in the moment, the positive event stimulating our savoring
may have yet to occur, or may have occurred in the past; in such
cases we are engaging in what Quoidbach calls positive mental
time travel [15]. When reminiscing, we may remember past events
more fondly than we experienced them at the time [14], are more
likely to report being happy in the previous week [6], and are more
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likely to feel happy in the present [17]. Youth and young adults in
particular often employ reminiscence as a coping mechanism to
regulate feelings of sadness [6].

1.2 Savoring and Generation Z
Born in between 1995 and 2010, Generation Z is mostly comprised
of teens in their early formative years and young adults in the
workforce. Generation Z faces the stress of global terrorism, school
violence, school workload, and economic uncertainty; these issues
conflict with their increasing need to feel secure and to express an
authentic persona [20]. This generation never lived without the
internet or rapid technological change. Young teenagers seem to
grow up too quickly due to the perceived luxury of social media
influencers. Generation Z aims to create an impact on the world.
They have more agency in decisions made by themselves and their
parents and are characterized by increasingly liberal social values.
Compared to older generations, they are characterized by an in-
crease in self objectification, external validation, and immediate
gratification [20].

In interviews conducted by the authors, many members of Gen-
eration Z expressed common obstacles to savoring, including feel-
ing too busy, too concerned with achievement, worries about the
world, or thinking that intentionally savoring was unserious. These
concerns inhibited interviewees from meeting the three required
conditions for savoring, specifically the need for freedom from es-
teem needs and for being able to remain present in the moment.
Interestingly, all of the interviewees and the participants in the
usability study regularly engage in memory building and sharing
positive moments with others—two of Bryant Veroff’s ten savoring
strategies[6]—by recording and sharing videos through social media
applications such as Snapchat and Instagram. Yet this activity mixes
savoring strategies with esteem concerns; a desire for ’likes’ and
further sharing of such stories potentially interrupts the process of
savoring and may ultimately result in a negative experience.

1.3 Design goals
A successful design for promoting savoring should:

• Foster the preconditions needed for savoring by:
– Prompting the user to attend to their immediate environ-
ment (feeling present in the moment)

– Decoupling the savoring experience from social media (re-
leasing the user from concerns over social esteem needs)

– Allowing the user to engage in savoring only when ready
and free of distractions (focused attention on the positive
experience)

• Extend and enhance the experience of savoring by:
– Permitting multiple savoring processes (experience ab-
sorption and cognitive reflection)

– Engaging the user through multiple savoring strategies
(memory building, sensory-perceptual sharpening, tem-
poral awareness, counting blessings)

– Incorporating some uncertainty and complexity into the
experience

• Support the continued practice of savoring with a focus on
repetition over intensity of experience.

2 DESIGN PROCESS
2.1 Conceptual Design
Several major design considerations were explored in the process
of bridging the design purpose to a physical product. One major
design consideration was what medium should be used to allow
memories to be recorded. The three mediums considered were
photo, audio, and video. The major concern regarding these three
mediums was how effectively they would each allow the user to
savor the memory while recording and also while retrieving their
memory at a later time. Research has shown an inhibitory effect
between taking photographs and the quality of a memory. Users in
taking photos can shift their attention away from the moment their
in if they are not being mindful [12]. Another study showed that
taking photographs reduced memory of other senses and of parts
of the experience not photographed. Similar constraints apply to
filming one’s experiences [3]. A 2018 paper by Tamir et al. discusses
a number of effects that recording media may have on memory
including distraction, utilization of media as a crutch, and external-
ization of the memory [18]. After reviewing the available literature,
we felt that the novelty and promise of audio recordings made it
the best choice of media. Auditory sensory information has been
shown to have strong ties to emotional memory [16]. Furthermore,
we propose that the act of taking audio recordings reduce the effects
of distraction and externalization to allow users to better savor a
moment while recording. Better savoring while recording may also
lead to more effective positive mental time travel during memory
retrieval.

Another major consideration was how the temporal aspects of
our design would effect the user experience. Some research indi-
cates that anticipation of future events does correlate with medial
prefrontal cortex stimulation and with well-being [13]. We believe
the delayed gratification of waiting for memory retrieval may im-
prove the savoring of the memory. We were also curious about the
effects of temporary memory access. Would allowing only brief
access to a memory before its erasure improve the users apprecia-
tion of and value for that memory? Additionally, temporary access
may encourage more use of Momento. While the user would re-
ceive two to three prompts a week, they would only serve as gentle
reminders and the prototype should act as prompt itself. In order
to continue to receive memories from Momento, the user must
continue to make and upload recordings with some regularity as
memories are cleared after they are retrieved. Both regular interac-
tion with Momento or a lack of interaction in spite of Momento’s
presence in the home may reinforce its use. In the case of less use,
Momento’s physical presence but lack of memories may serve as
a passive reminder. The more a user interacts with Momento, the
more they will be encouraged to interact with Momento creating
a positive feedback loop. Another design consideration explored
was encouraging use. This feedback system is supported by moti-
vational research in educational psychology. The act of learning
to savor experiences requires a catalyst for intrinsic motivation.
Self-efficacy, a person’s perspective on their own competency, plays
a major role in building a foundation for intrinsic motivation [1].
Generation Z faces anxiety and lack of motivation, interest, and
energy as a symptom of high stress levels [2]. Their lack of motiva-
tion clashes with their values to create an impact on the world. By
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acting as a positive feedback system, users may feel increasingly
competent by feeding Momento with their memories.

We explored the difference between chronological memory re-
trieval, random memory retrieval and semi-random retrieval. We
were concerned that a purely chronological order would seem con-
trived and that a purely random order may place memory retrieval
too far or too close to the time of recording. A semi-random or-
der seemed to be a good compromise benefiting from the logic of
a chronological order and the spontaneity of randomness while
somewhat negating the downsides of each. Dr. Susan Weinschenk
reports that neuroendocrinologist Robert Sapolsky’s work measur-
ing dopamine levels in monkeys showed that a level of uncertainty
in whether a desired event would occur resulted in a large increase
in dopamine levels during an anticipatory phase [19]. Perceived
randomness of memory order and of which days memories can be
retrieved may similarly have a positive effect on Momento users.

For the physical design, it was important that the flow of the
user interaction as well as our design considerations mapped well
to features of the physical design to enhance its intuitiveness. Two
designs were proposed before the final design was chosen. The
first was a gumball machine design in which users would pair
memories to balls and then insert them into a machine from which
they could retrieve these balls on command. However, we worried
that the on-command nature of the memories may make the user
experience more transactional, introducing friction into the user
interaction or creating a dependency on the device. As this feature
is a key function of a real gumball machine, we chose to abandon
this idea entirely. Another proposed design was a houseplant sized
device resembling a tree with fruit. Memories would be paired with
the fruit and the fruit would drop when memories were ready to
be retrieved. Because we chose to use audio recordings, we felt
it necessary to include some sort of user inputted information to
provide context for the user during memory retrieval. A 2014 study
showed that memory of sound can be worse than for visual or
tactile experiences and therefore context would allow users to jog
their memory [4]. We abandoned the tree design and chose a snake
plant design instead due to the ease of attaching small handwritten
notes to the leaves of a snake plant. Our chosen design, Momento,
would have removable leaves that would be paired with memories.
Handwritten notes would be attached to the leaves as memories are
paired and lights at the base of the leaves would illuminate leaves
as a means of communicating with the user.

The design considerations for Momento resulted in a design
concept distinct from BITs currently on the market. In contrast to
services such as Snapchat and Instagram, Momento’s media format
is only audio. Momento also focuses on interaction with a physical
object and incorporates delay, surprise, randomness, and temporary
access to create a user experience targeted at user savoring and
well being.

2.2 User Interaction
The intended user interaction would consist of 3 major phases:

• Phase 1: The user would periodically receive gentle prompts
to record memories on their recording device/phone a few
times per week. When the user experiences something they

want to savor later, they would record a short audio clip of
the ambient sound and/or their voice.

• Phase 2: Upon arriving at home later in the day, the user
would be notified to ’plant’ their memory in Momento. A
blinking light will notify the user to pair their memory with
a specific leaf. The user would remove the leaf, attach a
small handwritten note to the leaf describing their memory,
and replace the leaf in its place. Momento would use its
scheduling algorithm to schedule a semi-random time for
the memory to be retrievable.

• Phase 3: Two to three weeks later, the leaf corresponding
to the memory would light up, signalling that the memory
is ready to be listened to. The user would then remove the
leaf and read their note while the audio clip plays. The au-
dio would loop until the leaf is replaced at which point the
retrieved memory would be cleared from Momento and the
leaf would be empty and ready for a new memory to be
loaded.

Momento contains 21 leaves and so at any given time multiple
leaves would contain memories. Momento’s algorithmwould adjust
to the user as needed, increasing and decreasing the frequency
of prompts and of memory retrievals to account for the user’s
frequency of use. Additional lights, delays, and musical tones would
be incorporated to provide a more responsive feel to Momento
during phases 2 and 3.

2.3 Initial Prototype
With the intent of incorporating early stage feedback into the pro-
totyping process, we designed and assembled an initial low-fidelity
prototype of Momento. As seen in Figure 1, our initial prototype
consists of a store bought flower pot, fake plant leaves, and laser cut
wood components. The electronic hardware consists of an Arduino
Uno, LEDs, resistors, a breadboard, and jumper wires. The Arduino
is controlled through serial communication via the Arduino inte-
grated development environment (IDE). Each lighting scenario can
be triggered by a single keystroke. We felt automatic functionality
was not required to test the broader concept of our intended design
and interaction. For this reason we chose to begin usability testing
with an ’experimenter-in-the-loop’ model. Momento design is an
internet of things (IoT) device and later iterations would communi-
cate wirelessly with a connected recording device. Lights would be
controlled via sensors detecting whether leaves were removed from
their slots. The internal microcontrollers would also function au-
tonomously, automatically controlling all the sensors, lights, audio
file storage, and playback.

3 USABILITY RESEARCH
3.1 Study design
To evaluate the initial design and user interaction, we conducted
a usability study to gather feedback on key features and concepts.
Study participants were asked to provide a personal recording to the
researchers accompanied by a few keywords. Participants then met
with the researchers and interacted with the Momento prototype
before finally providing feedback. Feedback was collected through a
series of interview questions and the AttrakDiff questionnaire. The
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Figure 1: Momento prototype design render (top) and initial
prototype bottom

interviews targeted qualitative reactions and observations with re-
gard to the interaction and prototype. The AttrakDiff questionnaire
quantitatively measures the attractiveness of a product along two
dimensions: pragmatic quality and hedonic quality. Study goals in-
clude evaluating the desirability of Momento and the effectiveness
of physical features of our design such as the leaf structure and light
notification. Our criteria for success includes user comprehension
of Momento’s functionality and user perception that Momento is
desirable.

3.2 Participants
We conducted the usability study with a convenience sample of six
students (three men, three women) attending university in upstate
New York. All participants were members of generation Z, ranging
in age from 18 to 22. The study was anonymous and no identifying
information was collected.

3.3 Procedure
Prior to the user research session, participants were asked to pro-
vide a brief video recording to researchers, accompanied by a brief
description. Researchers recorded the descriptions onto the Mo-
mento prototype leaves and mapped the submitted recordings to
corresponding LED lights. This process was replicated with an
additional video recording selected by a friend of the participant.
During the user research session, researchers explained the entire
process of recording, pairing, and retrieving memories with the
aid of a demonstration video. Participants interacted with the ini-
tial prototype and experienced retrieving their memory, and the
memory selected for them by a friend, from Momento. Researchers
then conducted a semi-structured interview with participants to
gauge reaction to the prototype (see list of questions in Appendix
B). Following the interview, participants were asked to complete
an anonymous AttrakDiff Questionnaire.

4 RESULTS
Participant interviews resulted in several notable converging trends:

• When asked how often they record video, participants all
responded that they recorded video at least bimonthly and
some recorded even more frequently. However when asked
about recording solely audio, all of the participants responded
that they did so infrequently or never.

• 4 out of 6 participants reported noticing the prototype’s light
turning on. Half of the participants had some trouble seeing
lights closer to the center or back of the prototype

• 4 out of 6 participants said they would want to listen to a
memory immediately after seeing seeing a leaf light up if
they had Momento in their home.

• 4 out of 6 participants reported not being unclear about the
prototype or proposed user interaction.

• 4 out of 6 participants expressed desire to re-listen to memo-
ries at a later time when asked what they wanted to do after
memory retrieval. Half of the participants also expressed
interest in changing out memories to make room for new
ones.

The AttrakDiff questionnaire overall demonstrated positive re-
actions to the Momento prototype and user interaction. As shown
in Figure 2, Momento scored positively in pragmatic quality, the
hedonic quality of identification, the hedonic quality of stimulation,
and in attractiveness. Figure 3 also shows Momento’s performance
on both the pragmatic quality and the hedonic quality scales. The
AttrakDiff questionnaire classifies Momento as being in the desired
range. Figure 4 in the appendix breaks these results down into
further detail.
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Figure 2: Average values in the four AttrakDiff categories

Figure 3: Scoring of Momento on a two axis plot with the
y axis being hedonic quality and the x axis being pragmatic
quality

5 DISCUSSION
Overall the results of the user study indicate a successful initial
prototype and the validity of the concept of Momento as a whole.
Participants were overwhelming positive and also provided helpful
critical feedback regarding the prototype and user interaction. Some
divergence was observed between participants in a few areas. Most
participants expressed some interest in the fact that only audio
could be recorded and uploaded to Momento, but two participants
exhibited a lot of enthusiasm for this feature. They spoke positively
about having the opportunity to fill in the missing pieces of the
memory with their own recollection and imagination.

Some participants felt more strongly about being able to save
memories for multiple retrievals while others were muchmore open
to the idea of replacing the memories with new ones. Some partici-
pants also expressed a strong desire to have memories retrievable
on command to improve their mood while others did not place an

emphasis on this feature. One participant expressed concern that
they might not want to run through all the tasks involved with
using Momento on a regular basis.

During interviews there was a repeated emphasis on a potential
social aspect of Momento. When asked how they consume videos
they’ve recorded in the past, most participants indicated they re-
viewed videos with friends in a social context. All participants were
observed enjoying the memory selected by their friend and during
the interview, some participants mentioned a desire to share their
memories with friends.

Participants were positive overall regarding the prototype’s aes-
thetics and functionality. However some participants were observed
to have trouble locating lit leaves further away from them. Some
participants also had difficulty removing leaves from the prototype.
Other participants had concerns about more specific features of
the prototype such as the clips being used to attach notes to leaves.
A better constructed more polished prototype will be required for
further testing.

Our usability study had some limitations that may have affected
or limited the results. The usability study focused solely on phase
3 of the user interaction. While phases 1 and 2 were described to
participants verbally and shown through demonstration videos, the
limited scope of the study may have affected participant’s percep-
tion of Momento. Study sample size and homogeneity may have
limited our study as we used a sample size of n=6 of only college
students. The study also had a shorter than intended time between
memory upload and memory retrieval. The intended time between
these two events is a one to three weeks, however participants were
given two days.

6 CONCLUSION AND NEXT STEPS
The primary goal of the initial prototype and usability study was to
test for usability, aesthetics, and emotional response to Momento.
This initial testing did not test for long term effects of savoring
but instead provided useful data to inform the prototyping process.
The results of the study validated our design concept and will
allow for the design of a more functional and polished iteration
of Momento to study our product and user interaction in greater
depth and breadth. Questions we may seek to answer in future
studies include:

• What is the ideal time frame between recording, uploading,
and playback?

• Are recording prompts are effective and/or irritating?
• How much do people use the product, and is there is a drop-
off over time?

• Does Momento actually promote savoring of the experiences
being recorded and listened to?

• Does Momento promotes savoring more generally in their
life when not interacting with the product?

• Does savoring improve life satisfaction and/or well-being?
• Should Momento encourage/focus sharing experiences or
individual use?

Since encouraging savoring is one of Momento’s main purposes,
studying the effectiveness of Momento in terms of savoring is one
of our main goals moving forward. For future studies with a refined
prototype, we will (a)assess subjects’ baseline savoring ability (with
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the Perceived Ability to Savor Positive Outcomes questionnaire or
the Savoring Beliefs Inventory); (b)have subjects go through the
entire user journey, preferably with prototype in their home; and
(c)administer the Ways of Savoring Checklist (WOSC) to assess
savoring strategies employed. We may further seek to measure the
impact on affect or life satisfaction, and conduct a second round of
testing to assess usability and consumer preferences.
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A USABILITY INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
(1) How often do you record video on your phone? Audio?
(2) Tell me a bit about how you watch or listen to these record-

ings after you’ve made them.
(3) Did you notice the light when it turned on?
(4) If you owned this device in your home, and you saw the light

go on (indicating that a recording was ready to be played),
do you think youâĂŹd listen to it right away? If not right
away, when might you choose to listen to it?

(5) (After having seen the video and/or interacted with the proto-
type) Can you describe the process in your own words? Was
anything unclear?

(6) What was it like to hear the recording you provided us?
(7) What was it like to hear the recording [friend] selected for

you?
(8) Was there anything you wanted to do with the recording or

the paper following the listening?
(9) Would you consider changing anything about the way this

prototype looks? About the way it functions?

B ATTRAKDIFF RESULTS

Figure 4: Detailed plot of Momento’s performance for sig-
nificant word pairs
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